Type/Name of Gesneriad

Hybridizer

Achimene 'Coyote Moon'

C. Leifeste

Compact trailer; vibrant medium blue with small yellow eye. Dark green foliage with prominent red veining.

Kohleria 'Nicole's Smile'

D. Martens

Apple green foliage with deep red flowers with darker red dots. New in 2003.

Kohleria 'Texas Rainbow'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, bright magenta-red flower with darker polka-dots. New in 2003.

Sinningia 'Bill's Illusion'

M. Clive

Peach blossoms with frilly edges flushed with fuchsia - upper lobes fuchsia. Medium green foliage. Miniature.

Sinningia 'Chez Peach'

C. Leifeste

Compact; peach slipper flower with light peachy pink petals; medium green foliage

Sinningia 'Chubby Child’

M. Clive

Chubby coral-pink blossom touched with lavender with burgundy striped throat. Compact.

Sinningia 'Cow Patti

C. Leifeste

Miniature; Small rosy pink tube-shaped flowers with darker pink petal edge. Variable white bib, spotted throat, dark green foliage

Sinningia 'Dark Passage'

M. Clive

Rose tube with lavender-pink lobes finely edged in orchid; base of throat is creamy yellow from which a dark wine-red flame extends
into lower middle lobe; heart-shaped, dark green scalloped foliage with pronounced maroon veining. Miniature

Sinningia 'Guenevere’

M. Clive

Pale peach tube with white underneath, lobes are pale lavender with a burgundy interior and deep yellow throat streaked and dotted
with maroon; shiny dark green obovate, slightly scalloped foliage with maroon veining and stems. Compact

Sinningia 'Hideya'

M. Clive

Salmon tube and lobes with white cloud-like puffs separating the connecting spaces between lobes and a spotted throat; medium
green foliage with red veins.

Sinningia 'Luscious'

M. Clive

Deep salmon tube, peach face with a cream throat bordered on either side with coral; shiny dark green foliage

Sinningia 'Mad Hatter'

M. Clive

Raspberry and white tube, upper lobes raspberry; outer half of lower three lobes are rose and white with raspberry dots and streaks
spilling into a deep white bib with yellow throat; dark green scalloped foliage with maroon veining. Miniature.

Sinningia 'Night Heat'

M. Clive

Light purple tube with white striped belly, light purple lobes with white in lower middle lobe; distinctive band of yellow and red
becoming purple flow from throat into a white and purple center lobe; dark green scalloped foliage with dark veining and red reverse.
Miniature.

Sinningia 'Picayune'

M. Clive

Rose-red tubular blossom with white lobes heavily spotted/splotched with red and a rosy throat; dark velvety bronze-green foliage
with red reverse. Dwarf.

Sinningia 'Pink Floyd'

M. Clive

Large pouched peachy-pink tube with a cream face, spotted dark lavender throat and overlapping lobes whose edges appear to
have been hand embroidered with deep pink stitching; dark green quilted foliage with red veins.

Sinningia 'Pink Tiger'

D. Martens

Standard; pink striped blossoms, tuberous

Sinningia 'Purple Haze'

Description of Gesneriad

Purple tube with white underside streak. Light purple lobes with bright yellow throat dotted purple near the mouth. Both sides of
throat are bordered on each side by deep purple fading into lower side lobes; dark green oval, slightly scalloped foliage with dark
veining. Miniature

Sinningia 'Savannah'

M. Clive

Pink pouched blossom with rose tube, wavy lavender and pink lobes with lilac lower middle lobe. All lobes are edged with dark pink;
finely spotted yellow throat with rose-pink borders; glossy medium green, quilted, scalloped foliage.

Sinningia 'Siren'

M. Clive

Fluorescent reddish-purple lobes with dark red rays running through each lobe; creamy yellow throat; bright green ovate foliage.
Miniature

Sinningia speciosa 'Ben'

M. Clive

Royal purple blossoms with a white throat heavily speckled purple with a finer speckled band encircling the base of the lobes
entering throat; medium green, scalloped, quilted foliage. Dwarf

Sinningia speciosa 'Ia'

M. Clive

Pale lavender tube with white underneath. Lavender lobes with glowing reddish purple casting radiate from lower lobes into the bell;
creamy yellow throat heavily speckled purple; medium green, quilted foliage with silvery-green veins.

Sinningia speciosa 'Minnie
Rose'

M. Clive

Large two-tone blossoms. Bright red lower lobes, rose upper lobes with heavily rose speckled spotted throat; grey-green scalloped,
quilted foliage with silvery-green veins.

Sinningia speciosa 'Peace
Pilgrim’

M. Clive

Large snowy white slipper; deep green, heart-shaped, heavily quilted and scalloped foliage. Dwarf

Sinningia speciosa 'Royal
Majesty’

M. Clive

White double blossom with purple edges. Compact.

Sinningia speciosa 'Touch of D. Martens
Spice’

Pink and white singles with carnation scent

Sinningia 'Summer-Lin'

M. Clive

Rose-red tube, raspberry pink upper lobes, blush lower lobes with rose streaks and raspberry stitching emerging from a yellow
throat; dark green ovate foliage. Miniature

Sinningia 'Sweet Sadie'

M. Clive

Purple upper lobes, light purple lower lobes, yellow throat finely speckled with burgundy, a prominent burgundy blaze (strip) emerges
from the throat and extends into lower middle lobe ending

Sinningia 'Texas Sweetheart' C. Leifeste

Miniature; Cherry red with white spotted throat, dark green foliage.

Sinningia 'Texas Twilight'

C. Leifeste

Miniature; variable indigo changing to amethyst to red violet as blossom matures; white spotted throat, variable white bib, dark green
foliage.

Sinningia 'Texas Two Step'

D. Martens

standard sinningia with calyx double, peloric, orange blossoms with red markings, tuberous

Sinningia 'Texas Zebra'

D. Martens

Light lavender Slipper flowers with darker stripes

Sinningia 'Ugly Girl'

M. Clive

Coral-pink pouched tube with light coral lobes finely outlined with a darker coral. Lower lobes have purple streaks and the center
lower middle lobe is burgundy with two white spots on either side and a yellow and burgundy throat

Sinningia 'Virtuous'

M. Clive

Dark salmon pouched tube, peach upper lobes finely edged with salmon, lower lobes are creamy peach with salmon edges and a
yellow throat with burgundy streaks; bright emerald green quilted foliage. Compact

Sinningia 'White Light'

M. Clive

Lavender tube. All lobes are lavender with a prominent white lower middle lobe, a yellow throat with dark red stripes; medium green
scalloped foliage with red veining. Miniature

Smithianthia 'Extra Sassy'

D. Martens

Crimson red dots on white background, sometimes with an extra petal

Smithianthia 'Golden
Leopard'

D. Martens

Golden flower with golden dots on white throat

Smithianthia 'Hot Pink Lady'

D. Martens

Bright Pink flowers with pink dots on white throat

Smithianthia 'Rosa Rita'

C. Leifeste

Dwarf; Rosy pink tube and petals with white throat; spotted red throughout. Very dark red/green velvet foliage

Smithianthia 'Sassy
Redhead'
Smithianthia 'Snowflake'

D. Martens

Red flowers with red dots on white throat

C. Leifeste

Compact; White tube and petals with three pale rose streaks on top of tube; spotted red throughout. Dark green foliage turns redblack if grown cool.

Smithianthia 'Texas
Campfire Embers’

D. Martens

Orange-red flowers with orange-red dots on cream throat

Smithianthia 'Texas Golden
Sunset’

D. Martens

No Longer Exists

Smithianthia 'Texas Hot
Sauce'

D. Martens

No Longer Exists

Streptocarpus ' Al's Pal'

D. Martens

Double medium blue flowers

Streptocarpus 'Double
Scoop'
Streptocarpus 'Double the
Pleasure’

D. Martens

Double white flowers with irregular pink markings

D. Martens

Double dark lavender

Streptocarpus 'Double
Vision'
Streptocarpus 'Doubly
Delicious'

D. Martens

Double white with lots of dark lavender coloration

D. Martens

Double lavender with darker markings

Streptocarpus 'Faithful
Squire'
Streptocarpus 'Gator's Tail'

M. Clive

Purple, dark blue and white.

D. Martens

Rosette shape, thick leaves, medium lavender flowers

Streptocarpus 'Ice Wine'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, reddish-lavender with darker throat lines. New 2003.

Streptocarpus 'Iced
Amethyst Showoff'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, medium lavender with darker throat lines. New 2003.

Streptocarpus 'Iced Artistry'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, lavender-blue blossoms.

Streptocarpus 'Iced Ice
Baby'
Streptocarpus 'Iced
Canadian Sunset'
Streptocarpus 'Iced Pink
Flamingo'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, lavender-pink flower with darker throat lines. New 2003.

D. Martens /
S. Morgan
D. Martens

Variegated foliage. Bright pink flowers.

Streptocarpus 'Iced Texas
Twilight'

D. Martens

Variegated foliage, Dark lavender-blue with darker throat lines. New in 2003.

Streptocarpus 'It Makes
Scents'

D. Martens

Scented pink flower with darker throat. New in 2003.

Variegated foliage, Bright pink flowers, some silvery and darker throat lines. New in 2003.

Streptocarpus 'Lavender
Rosette'

D. Martens

Rosette shape, thickish leaves, medium lavender flowers in abundance

Streptocarpus 'Little Pink
Surprise’

D. Martens

Compact size, pink & white flowers

Streptocarpus 'Personality
Plus'

D. Martens

No Longer Exists

Streptocarpus 'Petite Pink
Princess’

D. Martens

Pink 'Joker' type flowers

Streptocarpus 'Pop-Eye'

C. Leifeste

Very small compact; very small lavender purple flowers with heavy dark chevron extending to lower petal edges bordered by lighter
purple netting on each side. Two upper petals are very light lavender purple with darker prominent central vein; medium dark green
foliage with dull velvet appearance.

Streptocarpus 'Sweet Ella
Bella'

G. Ehrlich

Soft pink blossom, darker edge, slight ruffle, yellow throat with darker pink streaks. Short blossom stems. Green foliage.

Streptocarpus 'Texas Hot
Chili'

D. Martens

Red flowers/yellow throat fades to cream as matures

Streptocarpus 'Texas
Komache'

D. Martens

Medium to pale lavender-blue with white throat and some yellow deep in the throat. Compact foliage. Translation from Japanese is
"Lovely Girl in Texas.

Streptocarpus 'Texas
Tootsie'
Streptocarpus 'Texas Two
Step'

D. Martens

Pink flowers with darker throat lines, some yellow in throat

D. Martens

Semi-double to single reddish flowers

Streptocarpus 'Tickled in
Texas'

D. Martens

Pinkish 'Joker' type shape

xAchimenantha 'Cool
Inferno'
xAchimenantha 'Texas Blue
Bayou'

D. Martens

Long lasting pink-purple flowers, compact size

D. Martens

Huge dark blue flowers, cream eye. New in 2003.

xAchimenantha 'Texas Polar D. Martens
Bear'

Huge white flowers, yellow eye. New in 2003.

xAchimenantha 'Texas
Spotted Leopard'

D. Martens

Lavender-blue with some spotting. New in 2003.

xSmithicodonia 'Texas
Ruffles'

D. Martens

xSmithicodonia 'Texas Ruffles' Unusual ruffled flowers. New in 2003.

xSmithicodonia 'Texas White D. Martens
Lightning'

Pale to med. lavender with white streaks. New in 2003.

